Brady Eames <ibuncle@yahoo.com>  
Posted in group: FOIA Advisory Committee

Dear agents of the United States, Since the "senior counsel" in the Office of Legal Counsel of the Department of Justice named Rosemary Hart was designated as a member of the Administrative Committee of the Federal Register (ACFR) on July 29, 1993, it appears that the ACFR, the Administrative Conference of the United States (ACUS) and the Office of Information Policy have colluded under a clandestine FOIA rule of the ACUS to classify the formal recommendations and statements of the ACUS as "reading room" records and to not publish them in the Federal Register and codify them in Chapter III of Title 1 of the CFR as rules and regulations as were all former ACUS' recommendations and statements issued from June 27, 1973 until August 30, 1993. Please explain. Thank you, Brady Eames